Transcriptomics of developing embryos and organs: A raising tool for evo-devo.
Comparative transcriptomics has become an important tool for revisiting many evo-devo questions and exploring new ones, and its importance is likely to increase in the near future, partly because RNA-seq data open many new possibilities. The aim of this opinion piece is twofold. In the first section, we discuss the particularities of transcriptomic studies in evo-devo, focusing mainly on RNA-seq data. The preliminary processing steps (getting coding sequences as well as expression levels) are challenging, because many studied species do not have a sequenced genome. The next step (interpreting expression differences) is also challenging, due to several issues with interpreting expression levels in complex tissues, managing developmental stages and species heterochronies, and the problem of conceptualizing expression differences. In the second section, we discuss some past and possible future applications of transcriptomic approaches (using microarray or RNA-seq) to three major themes in evo-devo: the evolution of the developmental toolkit, the genetic and developmental basis for phenotypic changes, and the general rules of the evolution of development. We believe that conceptual and technical tools are necessary in order to fully exploit the richness of multispecies transcriptomic time-series data.